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Abstract 

 The aim of the paper is to evaluate the concept of transnational asset recovery in the third 

states along with mutual legal assistance. For this purpose, the United Nations Convention 

against Corruption has been used because transnational asset recovery is the imperative 

process that states have to implement. In order to assess the aim and objectives, the previous 

studies has been used in the paper so that an overview of the research that has been conducted 

in the study is achieved. Moreover, two important cases that are Marco and Abacha have 

been discussed in the results section, which is determining the process, and obstacles that 

their nation had to face in the process of transnational asset recovery. Therefore, based on the 

literature and results, it is concluded that transnational asset recovery is the imperative 

process that can be executed by considering United Nations Convention against Corruption.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Background 

It is noted that the increasing worldwide prominence of particular local incidents beside the 

escalation of cross-border activities has permitted this upsurge of transnational crime, in 

specific of bribery of money legalising and of transnational planned misconduct
1
.  Moreover, 

the old-style interconnection among criminal law and autonomy has as a consequence, 

condensed the control of transnational corruption at a local level obsolete
2
. This is just 

because of the sovereignty that turn out to be the core defence structure for transnational 

wrongdoing as the latter usually arranged it all the way through the utilisation of diverse, and 

frequently contradictory legal structure and values
3
. 

Various legal and political concerns related to development, sovereignty, security and the 

alliance of the Rule of Law has been produced due to the international recovery of illegal 

assets
4
. Moreover, massive efforts has been implemented by the international organisations, 

states, network of practitioners and local NGOs in order to trace, recognise, confiscate, 

freeze, repatriate and recover illegal assets from international boundaries
5
. This is done with 

the intention of protecting the Rule of Law, inhibiting terrorist acts, encouraging economic 

and social development, deescalating internal conflict and fighting organised crime in 

different parts of the world. The development of these initiatives has been potential through a 

                                                            
1 Matteo Iacoviello and Raoul Minetti, 'International business cycles with domestic and foreign lenders' [2006] 

53(8) Journal of Monetary Economics 2267-2282 
2 Vlasic, M.V; Noell, J.N, 'Fighting Corruption to Improve Global Security: An Analysis of International Asset 

Recovery Systems' [2010] Yale J. Int'l Aff 106, 110 
3 PeterA Sproat, 'To what extent is the UK's anti-money laundering and asset recovery regime used against 

organised crime?' [2009] 12(2) Journal of Money Laundering Control 134-150 
4 Anthony Smellie, 'Prosecutorial challenges in freezing and forfeiting proceeds of transnational crime and the 

use of international asset sharing to promote international cooperation' [2005] 8(2) Journal of Money 

Laundering Control 104-114 
5 PeterAlan Sproat, 'An evaluation of the UK’s anti-money laundering and asset recovery regime' [2007] 47(3) 

Crime, Law and Social Change 169-184 
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global international agreement related to the urgent need to implement and design a rational, 

comprehensive, and effective framework of transnational asset recovery
6
.  

Furthermore, the best instance of this inclination is the formation of various worldwide law 

agreements that need States to pass national regulation permitting asset recovery and that 

induces legal and executive establishments, to collaborate with other States group in the 

matter
7
. Additionally, the collaboration between diverse States in the problem has fortified 

the formation of different associations that act at the local level with the goal of offering all 

sorts of support, research abilities and capacity erection, whereas carrying asset recovery to 

the front of public argument
8
. 

It is found that the international concern regarding corruption is a quite new phenomenon. 

However, bribes and other unethical doings were mostly supported in societies and earlier 

colonies by western authorities to protect valuable action and influence. Furthermore, 

particularly throughout the Cold War, in discussion of political backing, both Soviet 

coalitions and western have continuingly offered financial assistance to international 

administrations knowing that those resources would be diverged by dictatorial leaders. 

Additionally, most of the time the economic centres placed in the developed world, have been 

profound to encourage rather doubtful assets or funds by offering investment facilities with 

strict confidentiality regulations especially to political leaders
9
. 

Asset recovery in the corruption cases comprises of discovering corruption, freezing, finding, 

confiscating, and returning the funds that were obtained due to corrupt activities. This process 

is considered as vital for the developing countries that analyses that their national wealth has 

                                                            
6 Caroline Moser, 'Asset accumulation policy and poverty reduction' [2007] 2(1) Reducing global poverty: the 

case for asset accumulation 83-103 
7 Peter Alldridge, 'Money laundering and globalization' [2008] 35(4) Journal of law and society 437-463 
8 Vlasic, M.V; Noell, J.N, 'Fighting Corruption to Improve Global Security: An Analysis of International Asset 

Recovery Systems' [2010] Yale J. Int'l Aff 106, 110 
9 Nikolov, N, 'General characteristics of civil forfeiture' [2011] Journal of Money Laundering Control 16, 31 
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been exported corruptly. Moreover, Sproat (2009)
10

 stated that various barriers are there in 

relation to asset recovery such as if the stolen asset is transferred to any international country, 

then the recovery process becomes complex. However, in terms of developing countries, the 

difficulty takes birth from the issues such as limited judicial, legal, and investigative capacity 

and inadequate resources. Furthermore, the ability of the state to make requests to the 

countries that hold stolen assets is affected due to lack of resources. This problem is 

intensified in the developed countries where assets are hidden and the important laws lack to 

answer to the demands for legal support
11

.  

In some of the countries the deficiency of non-conviction based asset forfeiture law creates 

challenges when the officers that are busy in stealing assets have escaped, died or possess 

immunity. Moreover, a high priority has been attached by the United Nations and other 

organisations towards the issue of cross border transmissions of illegally attained resources 

and the return of such resources
12

. In the fight against corruption, an important role is played 

by the confiscating assets. It has the ability to serve as a sanction in terms of dishonest, 

improper, and corrupt behaviours. It can also deal as the deterrent and incentive in order to 

make sure that the corruption is removed. In addition to this, it also overhauls the impairment 

that is done to victim population at the time when financial resources are sequestered from 

the criminals and are directed preferably towards the economic growth and development of 

the country
13

.  

  

                                                            
10 PeterA Sproat, 'To what extent is the UK's anti-money laundering and asset recovery regime used against 

organised crime?' [2009] 12(2) Journal of Money Laundering Control 134-150 
11 Antonio Argandona, 'The United Nations convention against corruption and its impact on international 

companies' [2007] 74(4) Journal of Business Ethics 481-496 
12 Philippa Webb, 'The united nations convention against corruption global achievement or missed opportunity?' 

[2005] 8(1) Journal of International Economic Law 191-229 
13 Peter Alldridge, 'Money laundering and globalization' [2008] 35(4) Journal of law and society 437-463 
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Aim and Objectives 

The aim of the study is to evaluate the concept of transaction asset recovery in the third states 

along with mutual legal assistance. The objectives are as follows: 

 To determine the transnational assets recovery process under the United Nations 

Convention against Corruption 

 To evaluate the types of tools that are used for transnational asset recovery in the third 

states 

 To analyse the international framework associated with the concept of asset recovery 

 To assess the challenges that influence the process of transnational asset recovery 

Research Questions 

The research questions that are used for determining the aim of this study are as follows: 

 What is the transnational assets recovery process under the United Nations 

Convention against Corruption? 

 What are the different types of tools that are used for transnational asset recovery in 

the third states? 

 Which international framework is associated with the concept of asset recovery? 

 What are the challenges that influence the process of transnational asset recovery? 

Significance of the Study 

This study is considered as significant because it would help the countries in evaluating and 

analysing the concept of transnational asset recovery in the third states. It makes use of 

Article 51 of United National Convention against Corruption in order to evaluate the concept 

of transnational asset recovery
14

. Moreover, with the help of this study, the developing 

                                                            
14 Caroline Moser, 'Asset accumulation policy and poverty reduction' [2007] 2(1) Reducing global poverty: the 

case for asset accumulation 83-103 
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countries would determine the fact that they have to face significant issues at the time of 

recovering their assets from the international boundaries. In addition to this, the study is also 

providing an overview of the tools that would be used by the concerned authorities in relation 

to transnational asset recovery in the third states
15

.  

Dissertation Structure 

 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

The first chapter of the dissertation is regarded as important because it provides an overview 

related to the research aim, objectives, research questions, background, and significance of 

the study.  

Chapter 2: Literature Review 

Literature review is the part of the study in which the research aim and objectives that are 

highlighted in the previous chapter are discussed and explained in relation to the topic by 

making use of various precedent studies.  

 

 

                                                            
15 Nikolov, N, 'General characteristics of civil forfeiture' [2011] Journal of Money Laundering Control 16, 31 

Chapter 1 
Introduction 

Chapter 2 
Literature Review 

Chapter 3 
Research 

Methodology 

Chapter 4   
Results and 

Findings 

Chapter 5 
Discussion 

Chapter 6 
Conclusion and 

Recommendation 
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Chapter 3: Research Methodology 

This is the chapter of the study in which the procedures, methods and processes that are 

adopted for conducting the considered is explained. Proper justification for all the approaches 

utilised is provided to help understand its importance in relation to topic. 

Chapter 4: Results and Findings 

From the perspective of the research study, this chapter is regarded as highly significant 

because it presents the data that has direct link with the research topic. For this study, 

different case studies related to transnational asset recovery in third states has been provided.  

Chapter 5: Discussion 

For this chapter, the researcher makes use of the imperative points demonstrated in the 

literature review and results chapter to elaborate and discuss the research aim and objectives.  

Chapter 6: Conclusion and Recommendations 

This last chapter of the dissertation is regarded as the summary of the study in which the 

researcher describes all the main arguments in the context of the research aim.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

Overview of United Nations Convention against Corruption 

It is found that the UNCAC is the main comprehensive universal instrument on that matter, 

speaks to the best prospect to date for accomplishing the harmonization of national lawful 

requests with a specific end goal to fight against corruption viably.  Moreover, the UNCAC is 

the result of the work of an Ad Hoc Committee set up by the General Assembly to draft "an 

effective lawful instrument against corruption". In addition, the General Assembly 

exceptionally requested the readiness of a report "examining all applicable international 

legitimate instruments, different archives, and suggestions tending to corruption". (Dimitri 

Vlassis, 2012)
 16

  stated that UNCAC was in this way expected to expand upon the experience 

of past global traditions, enhancing and offering adequacy to the arrangements proposed. 

Furthermore, the arrangements occurred amid seven sessions from January 2002 until 

October 2003. The last content was embraced by the General Assembly in its determination 

58-4 on October 2003 and submitted to a High-Level governmental signing discussion at 

Merida, Mexico on 12-2003.  

It is noted that UNCAC in reality received an extensive and multidisciplinary approach since 

the tradition involves in a solitary undertaking the different angles which should be tended to 

strike a worldwide risk: counteractive action; criminalisation and reinforcing of law 

authorisation; global collaboration, including resource recuperation; and technical help. 

However, in any case, those provisions differ regarding commitments on States Parties. Just 

part of the procurements is of required execution and others just urge states to try towards 

usage or are basically discretionary.  

 

                                                            
16 Dimitri Vlassis, 'The United Nations Convention Against Corruption: A Successful Example Of International 

Action Against Economic Crime' (2012) 15 Temida. 
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According to (Antonio Argandoña , 2007)17 the convention additionally urges states to 

consider making components to survey their lawful instruments and authoritative measure in 

regards to corruption, reinforcing "the framework for the enlistment, employing, 

maintenance, advancement and retirement of common hirelings and other non-elected public 

officials, to introduces codes or standard of behaviour for public officials and executing 

measures to avoid defilement inside of the private sector. In addition, the deterrent measures, 

the commitment to put set up a framework to anticipate tax evasion gave in article 14 is a 

standout amongst the most important for the purpose of  asset recuperation.  

(Michael Kubiciel, 2009) 18 stated that UNCAC additionally sets out the commitment to 

criminalise the accompanying behaviours of national and universal public authorities and 

authorities of public worldwide organisations; theft, misappropriation or other preoccupation 

of property, money laundering and obstacle of justice. However, criminalisation of different 

directs, for example, trading influence, misuse of functions, unlawful enrichment, bribery in 

the private sector, theft of property in the private sector and concealment is non-obligatory. 

Furthermore, there are particular procurements requiring the foundation of risk of legitimate 

persons and the criminalisation of participation. In addition setting up endeavour and 

planning as a criminal offense was additionally not mandatory. It is noticed that UNCAC 

likewise accommodates a broad regulation of worldwide cooperation. In addition to other 

things, it sets up various purposes for which collaboration might be looked for, for example, 

removal, exchange of sentenced persons, mutual legitimate support, exchange of criminal 

procedures, and accommodates procedural standards, for example, minimal prerequisites of 

requests and reason for refusal. 

                                                            
17 Antonio Argandoña, 'The United Nations Convention Against Corruption And Its Impact On International 

Companies' (2007) 74 J Bus Ethics. 
18 Michael Kubiciel, 'Core Criminal Law Provisions In The United Nations Convention Against Corruption' 

(2009) 9 International Criminal Law Review. 
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Addressing Asset Recovery Obstacles through UNAC 

 

It is noticed that the wording of the preamble exhibits that the drafters considered past 

endeavours to recuperate resources unsatisfactory. It was normal that the new instrument 

ought to have the capacity to meet the desires of both the states from where resources were 

stolen and those of the states where the resources were located, by consolidating gathered 

best practices and potentially initiating inventive systems.  Besides, a few impediments to 

asset recovery can effect on more than one period of the procedure. In this manner, for 

pragmatic reasons, the arrangements given by UNCAC to the obstructions to resource 

recuperation won't be investigated by numerical request of the legitimate procurements. 

Moreover, they will be evaluated by nature of the issue they address, uniting distinctive 

procurements that are coordinated to the same or comparative hindrances.  

 

Legal Framework for Mutual Legal Assistance 

 

The principal legitimate deterrent recognised in concrete cases was the inadequate structure 

for mutual legal help. Moreover, in the article forty-six of the UNCAC gives a fairly 

complete arrangement of procedural standards of mutual legal help. On the other hand, in this 

article those procedural tenets should apply to requests for if the State Parties are not bound 

by another arrangement. In addition, even in situations where there is another MLA 

settlement in power, States might consent to utilise the provisions of UNCAC.  

In addition, this strategy can likewise be connected to requests for with the reason for 

solidifying and appropriating resources, as indicated by articles forty-six and fifty-five of the 

UNCAC. Be that as it may, the utilisation of UNCAC as structure for MLA with the end goal 

of these two particular measures was left to the attentiveness of parties in article fifty-five. In 
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this manner, there is no commitment under UNCAC for those nations which do not have a 

proper MLA system for conceding solicitations to solidify and appropriate advantages for 

embrace the method of articles forty six and fifty-five.  According to (Clyde Marklew, 

2008)
19

 UNCAC in non-required dialect is the empowering of the unconstrained transmission 

of data about on-going investigations to remote authorities. Without a lawfully tying 

commitment, it is suspicious that purviews whose legitimate requests don't allow such 

sharing without a formal MLA solicitation will be urged to advance lawful changes in this 

sense.  

(Chat Le Nguyen,2012) 20 stated that without a legitimate premise for mutual legal help, or 

just to conquer its inevitable ineffectualness, the start of procedures straightforwardly in an 

outside ward has ended up being an effective option in state practices. Moreover, the 

dissection between actions of direct recuperation article fifty-three and recuperation however 

global participation article fifty-four & fifty-five speaks to the incorporation into the content 

of the convention of what has been seen in past recuperation cases: the appropriation of 

various lawful procedures. Those articles use obligatory dialect, which implies that the state 

where the advantages are found must permit the appropriation of both procedures by the 

"victim" state seeking repatriation.  

It is observed that the UNCAC likewise offers a legitimate structure for the last transfer of 

assets in article fifty-seven. In addition, on account of theft of public assets or of laundering 

of stolen public funds, the resources are to be returned to the claiming State. Furthermore, 

this is a dynamic provision, in light of the fact that without precedent for a worldwide 

instrument it was generally perceived that States which have seen public funds directed are 

                                                            
19 Clyde Marklew, 'The Mutual Legal Assistance Unit At The Serious Fraud Office Of The United Kingdom' 

(2008) 34 Commonwealth Law Bulletin. 
20 Chat Le Nguyen, 'Towards The Effective ASEAN Mutual Legal Assistance In Combating Money Laundering' 

(2012) 15 J of Money Laundering Control. 
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the most harmed by corruption and a definitive motivation behind worldwide endeavours 

must be to secure return of those assets. Additionally, the proceeds getting from different 

offenses recommended in the tradition are to be returned upon of earlier proprietorship or 

damage to the requesting for State party 

 

Dissimilarity between Legal Structures 

 

It is found that numerous UNCAC procurements on asset recovery additionally go for beating 

some fundamental contrasts between common law and civil law frameworks without forcing 

the pervasiveness of one framework over another. Moreover, the arrangements for the most 

part proposed in UNCAC are to acknowledge diverse legitimate reactions which accomplish 

comparable results or the consolation of states to put set up measures of the common 

acknowledgment of strategy. However, an example of the principal arrangement is the direct 

recuperation proposed under article fifty-three, which can relieve contrasts between 

legitimate orders. In addition, the foreign administrations are permitted to take an interest in 

local procedures in another rule either through a free considerate activity situated in some sort 

of obligation more intelligent of a common law convention or through direct cooperation in 

the criminal proceeding as victim or third party and a solution normally embraced in civil law 

frameworks. Furthermore, the UNCAC confirms that States Parties execute changes to take 

into account all different options for be accessible and it will be at the attentiveness of the 

victim state to pick which one is most suited them.  

According to (James Raymond Vreeland,2008)21 another case is the options proposed in 

article fifty-four for allowing mutual legal assistance to take assets. As per this article, with a 

specific end goal to execute a solicitation of another State Party the nation can pick either to 

                                                            
21 James Raymond Vreeland, 'Political Institutions And Human Rights: Why Dictatorships Enter Into The 

United Nations Convention Against Torture' (2008) 62 International Organization 
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offer impact to an outside request or to look for a request of reallocation by opening a 

domestic proceeding. In addition, the core option was generally the one received by those 

states which acknowledge their powers to act pretty much as an expansion of a foreign 

jurisdiction. On the other hand, the second option was the arrangement given by states in 

which "property rights required appropriation judgments influencing resources inside of their 

purview to be rendered just by their own particular courts.  

Responsibility to Forbid 

 

With respect to hindrances forced by insufficient criminalisation, UNCAC did not abrogate 

the necessity of double criminality for the suitability of mutual legal assistance solicitation, 

despite the fact that a proposition was made in the fifth session by Iran, Pakistan, Brazil and 

some other countries. The proposition stated:  

Without preference to the central standards of their domestic law, the States Parties 

might not decay to render shared legitimate help according to this article on the 

ground of absence of dual criminality. Notwithstanding, a requested State Party might 

decline to render such help when the offenses that have persuaded the solicitation are 

connected just for monetary matters.  

(H. D. Gabriel,2006)22 stated that in the content which entails absence of dual criminality 

stayed as a ground for refusal, aside from in cases which don't include coercive measures and 

the release of this necessity is good with fundamental ideas of the particular local lawful 

system. Moreover, as resource recovery measures are quite often of coercive nature, UNCAC 

does not speak to an extraordinary advancement on that matter. In addition, as per article 

forty-three stresses, in any case, that dual criminality does not comprise of offenses named by 

the same wording or under the same classification. It suffices that the behaviours emphasise 

the offenses are comparable.  

                                                            
22 H. D. Gabriel, 'The United Nations Convention On The Use Of Electronic Communications In International 

Contracts : An Overview And Analysis' (2006) 11 Uniform Law Review - Revue de droit uniforme. 
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It is noted that making it compulsory to criminalise certain behaviour might likewise address 

the issues emerging from the prerequisite of dual criminality, however as clarified above, just 

part of the offenses portrayed in UNCAC are stated in obligatory language. Furthermore, one 

such non-compulsory offense is illegal enhancement. This offense is not a development of 

UNCAC, since it was at that point present in both the Inter-American resolution against 

dishonesty and the African Union pact on averting and opposing the activities related to 

bribery. Additionally, the benefit of criminalising unlawful improvement is that it soothes the 

indictment of the weight of demonstrating a connection between the riches and the 

commission of debasement by the respondent, despite the fact that it holds the weight of 

demonstrating the disparity between the lawful income and the wealth.  

According to (Margaret K. Lewis,2007) 23 written in a non-compulsory dialect is the 

provision that urges state parties to force an opposite weight of verification with respect to 

the starting point of claimed ensues of violations. (Margaret K. Lewis,2007) also stated that it 

is too substantial a weight upon the indictment to bring confirmation of direct connection 

between every wrongdoing conferred and the assets went for seizure or freezing. Once the 

indictment can cite adequate proof of the commission of the offenses, it is helpful to have an 

assumption of wrongness in regards to the assets traced, which can at present be uprooted by 

the resistance, without incredible preference to due procedure rights. 

Projected Repatriation 

 

According to (Gustavo Adler & Marie-Louise Djigbenou, 2014) 24 another lawful tool 

treated pretty much as a probability in the UNCAC is the waiving of a complete choice as a 

prerequisite for repatriation. This recommendation was just incorporated into the content of 

                                                            
23 Margaret K. Lewis, 'China’S Implementation Of The United Nations Convention Against Transnational 

Organized Crime' (2007) 2 Asian Journal of Criminology. 
24 Gustavo Adler, Marie-Louise Djigbenou and Sebastian Sosa, 'Global Financial Shocks And Foreign Asset 

Repatriation: Do Local Investors Play A Stabilizing Role?' (2014) 14 IMF Working Papers. 
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the convention amid its sixth session. Moreover, the travaux preparatoires show however that 

the drafters had in mind the likelihood of waiver in constrained circumstances, since the 

interpretative note recorded that "the requested State party ought to consider the waiver of the 

prerequisite for definite judgment in the situations where last judgment can't be acquired in 

light of the fact that the guilty party can't be indicted by reason of death, flight or absence or 

in other suitable cases. Although the importance of other fitting cases may be begging to be 

proven wrong, it appears that the cases conceived were significantly more limited than 

circumstances where "the criminal inception of the benefits is unquestionable", the criteria 

for expected return solidified in Swiss case-law.  

 

Non-Conviction Based Confiscation 

 

(Federico Alagna, 2014)25 stated that recuperation through mutual legal help established on a 

non-conviction based appropriation choice was likewise made discretionary, as indicated by 

article fifty-four of UNCAC. Moreover, the likelihood of acknowledgment of reallocation 

choices not situated in a criminal conviction was incorporated into the talked about content 

subsequent to the fourth session and was situated in a proposition put together by the U.S.  It 

is noted that this is one of the significant weaknesses of the new agreement. It is found that in 

large number of circumstances notwithstanding beginning a criminal continuing is far-

fetched, in light of the fact that the guilty party may appreciate some invulnerability, have 

fled the jurisdiction or is dead, as happens as a rule including the plundering of advantages by 

a tyrant or head of government. Thusly, any point of interest to asset recovery originating 

from this provision will rely on upon its deliberate usage by states parties.  

 

                                                            
25 Federico Alagna, 'Non-Conviction Based Confiscation: Why The EU Directive Is A Missed Opportunity' 

(2014) 21 European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research. 
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Exploitation of Lawful Remedies by the Holders of the Assets 

 

Even though, one of the reasons of the agreement is "to elevate and fortify measures to 

counteract and battle debasement all the more productively and effectively", there is no 

provision in the agreement particularly managing issues getting from the excessive utilisation 

of offers by the litigants and other outsiders. However, the drafters appeared to have set more 

noteworthy accentuation on the exchange of data on the status of the solicitation instead of 

proposing a specific procedural change which could be attempted by states to accomplish the 

reason for really quickening the reaction. In addition, the ambiguity of the terms in which the 

provision was drafted makes it more like a statement of good goals than a viable instrument 

for enhancing asset recovery.  

 

Efficient Response to Freezing and Seizing Requests 

It is noted that one of the hindrances recognised earlier was the insufficiency of states to give 

speedy reactions to anticipate dissemination of assets. Moreover, to begin with, normal 

difficulties getting from processing requests between two purviews might posture challenges 

to meeting the short due dates requested in those cases. According to (A. Pierro and A. W. 

Kruglanski, 2008) 26, it should be workable for a money related centre to stop resources on a 

temporary premise within one day whatever else is ineffective. Once in a while other 

excessively stringent prerequisites are forced by the asked for jurisdiction, for example, 

evidence of start of criminal procedures in the requesting for nation or the vital warning of 

the holder of the advantage before the conceding of the help.  

                                                            
26 A. Pierro and A. W. Kruglanski, '"Seizing And Freezing" On A Significant-Person Schema: Need For Closure 

And The Transference Effect In Social Judgment' (2008) 34 Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin. 
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(Arne Roets & Alain Van Hiel, 2006) 27stated that UNCAC offers a few important solutions 

for this problem the first one is mentioned in the convention shows advancement by fusing as 

legitimate content the act of administrations of making direct move in foreign courts to 

overcome the insufficiencies of mutual legal help. In this way, states parties are presently 

constrained to permit outside governments to start procedures in their courts, which might 

incorporate the order of temporary measures to secure resources from dispersal. Moreover, 

article fifty-four grows the potential outcomes of acquiring the solidifying of assets in 

circumstances where there is no foreign legal request to execute or no appropriating 

procedures have been initiated by local authorities. It is observed that extra measures can be 

forced by able powers to protect property for a future reallocation.  

 

Comprehensive Statue of Restriction 

 

(Constantin Gurdgiev) 28 stated that the requirement for statutes of impediments which are 

more suited to the complexities included in defilement cases was considered in article 

twenty-nine, which solicits states to set up longer statutes from restrictions for the offenses 

secured in the convention or if nothing else provide the suspension of the statute of 

confinement in the case of flight by the litigant.  

 

Fishing Expeditions and Banking Privacy 

 

                                                            
27 Arne Roets, Alain Van Hiel and Ilse Cornelis, 'The Dimensional Structure Of The Need For Cognitive 
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28 Constantin Gurdgiev, 'Exogenous Liquidity Supply In Presence Of Repudiation Risk And Private Asset 

Recovery' SSRN Electronic Journal 
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According to (E. Reuter and F. Ueberbacher, 2015) 29 UNCAC additionally entails some 

provisions that might demonstrate helpful to overcoming the confinements on "fishing 

undertakings" and on access to data secured by managing a banking concealment. Moreover, 

as per article fourteen for instance, it was set up that states ought to guarantee that 

managerial, administrative, law enforcement and different powers dedicated to battling 

against money-laundering can coordinate and exchange data at national and worldwide 

levels. Furthermore, different types of informal collaboration between law authorisation 

powers are given in article forty-eight, which, in addition to other things, requests that states 

take compelling measures to participate with different states parties in leading inquiries 

concerning the development of continues of wrongdoing or other property. However, the 

structure for setting up informal channels for collaboration gave by UNCAC might empower 

law enforcement powers to assemble adequate data to meet the necessities of illuminating the 

exact identification of assets in mutual legal help requests. It is noticed that the convention 

likewise contains exceptional provision coordinated at deterrents forced by unnecessarily 

defensive managing an account mystery laws. Bank mystery can't anticipate courts and other 

national powers from getting to manage an account records or serve as justification for 

refusal of collaboration.  

Formation of Specialised Bodies 

 

It is found that the convention likewise comprises provisions intended to manage basic and 

systemic issues influencing the battle against defilement. In addition, one arrangement of 

provision concerns the creation of specialised bodies. However, as per article six urges states 

to make a body in charge of executing aversion arrangements, while article thirty-six obliges 

states to "guarantee the presence of a body or bodies or persons had practical experience in 
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battling defilement through law enforcement. Furthermore, the assignment of a specialised 

body (focal power) to explicitly manage the handling of mutual legal assistance solicitations 

on the issues secured by the tradition is likewise made required under article. The core power 

must be prepared to "guarantee the fast and legitimate execution or transmission of the 

requests got.  

Resources Preparation and Expertise 

 

It is found that second arrangements of provisions are apprehensive with allowing those 

powers the aptitude and the instruments important to perform their capacities. It is noted that 

the critical provisions are additionally found in different parts of the convention, for instance, 

the likelihood of organising joint investigative bodies between various states parties and the 

commitment to permit the utilisation of exceptional investigative methods  

 

Money Laundering Preventative Structure 

 

According to (Peter Leasure,2016) 
30

 UNCAC additionally propels with respect to the 

foundation of a satisfactory framework for the counteractive action and control of tax 

evasion. In addition, few of the provisions officially put forward in the UNTOC with respect 

to the foundation of an administration of preventive measures upon private performing artists 

were enhanced in the content of UNCAC.  However, it not just rehashes the commitment of 

monetary and non-financial organisations to implement measures of know their clients, 

record keeping and reporting of suspicious exchanges, additionally builds up that those 

foundations must be constrained to distinguish the useful owner, which means the normal 

individual benefiting from the assets.  Be that as it may, the provision requiring the 

organisation of a money related knowledge unit is not tying on the state parties which 
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debilitate the solid limit of states to handle suspicious exchanges reports and give helpful data 

to law authorization powers which could prompt the opening of a case.  

It is noticed that another critical development delivered by UNCAC in article fifty-two is the 

extra commitment on money related establishments to execute an upgraded examination on 

high-esteem accounts looked for or kept up by or in the interest of people who are, or have 

been, endowed with conspicuous open capacities and their relatives and close associates, 

known as PEPs politically exposed persons. Moreover, the idea of applying more controls 

over PEPs is that they speak to a higher risk of laundering cash starting from the mishandled 

of their position or influence. As (Peter A. Sproat, 2009)
31

  clarifies, money related 

organisations are not generally in a position to distinguish who is a politically exposed person 

locally and particularly who is a foreign PEP. Accordingly, states are urged to spread data to 

the money related division on the character of PEPs, at the solicitation of another state party 

or all alone initiative. The significant issue including the ID of PEPs is that the idea of 

noticeable public function is still excessively dubious and states have embraced distinctive 

gauges to distinguish a man as PEP. There is little variation from how wide the definition can 

be, for that reason, if the presentation of the idea of PEPs in UNCAC was an irrefutable 

development; further direction is expected to encourage the execution of article fifty-two. 

 

Political Obligation 

 

According to (Ning Liu,2015) 
32

 the political snags to asset recovery are not restricted to a 

particular provision of the UNCAC, yet, as clarifies Webb, the convention itself and the 

endeavours to draft an internationally acknowledged arrangement of standards on asset 
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recovery spoke to a noteworthy political duty towards the battle against corruption and the 

level of sanction, more than hundred by 2010-11, exhibits that nations perceive UNCAC as a 

vital lawful apparatus for accomplishing national expectation on that issue. 

Types of Tool for Asset Recovery 

 

There are different tools that often used by numerous parties for the purpose of asset recovery 

some of them are as follows: 

Criminal Forfeiture 

 

It is noted that confiscation or forfeiture is a method for change for powers looking to recoup 

stolen resources. Reallocation is a request by which a man is forever denied of benefits 

without remuneration. Therefore, title is procured by the state and the method of reasoning 

for taking continues of debasement is both to repay casualties and to give prevention by 

uprooting the satisfaction in the unlawful additions. In addition, criminal confiscation 

happens after a criminal conviction has been made (at trial or by a liable supplication). 

However, the relinquishment request takes after as a component of the sentencing process. In 

addition, blame must be demonstrated at trial "past a sensible uncertainty" in like manner law 

administrations, or the judge must be "personally persuaded" in common law administrations. 

Furthermore, once a conviction is acquired the court can arrange reallocation. In many 

jurisdictions, the standard of evidence for building up that specific resources are gotten from 

criminal actions is brought down to an equalisation of probabilities.  

 

Civil Non-Criminal Based Forfeiture 
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(Thomas J. Miceli & Derek Johnson, 2015)
 33

stated that another type of forfeiture is non-

conviction based relinquishment and criminal relinquishment and NCB relinquishment have 

the same target however their systems are distinctive. Moreover, the criminal removal can 

just happen after a criminal conviction. NCB relinquishment, then again, can work 

independently from the criminal equity framework or close by it, and it takes into account the 

restriction, confiscation and relinquishment of stolen resources without a finding of blame in 

the criminal context. Furthermore, NCB relinquishment just requires a finding that the 

property is corrupted, either as the returns of a wrongdoing or as an instrument of criminal 

activity.  

It is found that the NCB relinquishment is an activity against the advantage itself for instance 

money, property, and so on, not the individual. However, after a NCB relinquishment 

arrange, the respondent relinquishes the thing itself subject to any honest proprietors. 

Moreover, there are for the most part three ways NCB relinquishment is accessible. Initially, 

it can shape some portion of criminal procedures without requiring a last conviction or 

finding of blame. In such manner, NCB confiscation tools are consolidated into criminal 

enactment. The second technique is through a different continuing that is ordinarily 

represented by the tenets of common system and can happen autonomously or parallel to 

criminal procedures. The last technique is authoritative reallocation, which can happen in a 

few purviews and does not require a legal determination.  

According to (Leonardo S. Borlini & Giulio Nessi) 
34

 exoneration from criminal accusations 

does not bar NCB relinquishment proceedings. As per article fifty-four of UNCAC requires 

all state parties to consider relinquishing the returns of wrongdoing without a conviction. It 
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additionally obliges state parties to empower local authorities to perceive and follow up on a 

request of appropriation issued by a court of another state party. Furthermore, this is 

comprehensively worded and could incorporate NCB relinquishment orders. Further, it 

obliges state parties to allow skilful powers to arrange the reallocation of property of outside 

beginning that is obtained through convention offences. Additionally, this is comprehensively 

worded and could incorporate NCB relinquishment orders and numerous purviews have yet 

to put set up systems permitting NCB relinquishment.  

 

It is noted that NCB relinquishment is especially essential for asset recuperation in 

circumstances when there is an absence of proof to support a criminal conviction (past a 

sensible uncertainty), when the guilty party is dead (conveying to an end criminal 

procedures), has fled the locale, is invulnerable from indictment, is obscure, or the property is 

held by an outsider who knows (or wilfully visually impaired) that the property is tainted. In 

addition, consequently, the Stolen Asset Recovery initiative perspectives NCB relinquishment 

as a "basic tool for recuperating the returns and instrumentalities of corruption".  (Constantin 

Gurdgiev
 
)
35

 stated that reallocation can be either property-based or value based. In a 

property-based request, resources that are connected to illegal actions are particularly focused 

for confiscation. On the other hand, in a value based request, a financial sum is computed in 

view of the estimation of the advantage, favourable circumstances and benefits a man picked 

up from unlawful exercises.  

 

It is noticed that the criminal procedures and NCB relinquishment work together to 

accomplish the best results. Moreover, both the procedures can happen without disregarding 
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double peril in light of the fact that NCB relinquishment is not viewed as a discipline or a 

criminal proceeding. In both strategies, it must be set up that the targeted resources derived 

straightforwardly or indirectly from the commission of the wrongdoing. In addition, 

following resources can be greatly troublesome as they can rapidly change structure, area and 

proprietorship, and confounded legitimate vehicles are utilised to conceal resources abroad. 

 

Administrative Freezing and Confiscation Measures 

 

(Johan Boucht, 2013)
 36

 Stated that authoritative requests to solidify or appropriate resources 

are issued by an administration as opposed to the legal and can bypass MLA demands from 

outside nations in cases of desperation. For instance, after the Arab Spring, managerial 

measures were executed to encourage the fast solidifying of benefits of degenerate previous 

leaders in the Arab world. For that reason, EU, Switzerland, USA, and acquainted enactment 

permitting their administrations to order financial institutions to stop resources without a 

legal request or MLA from the degenerate authorities' nations.  

 

Fines that Match to the Value of the Benefit 

 

It is found that fines can likewise be forced on people or enterprises that are equivalent to or 

more prominent than the estimation of advantages got from the improper behaviour. 

Moreover, the judgment might be enforceable as a fine or an obligation. In addition, the 

determined advantages incorporate all profits and assets that can be sensibly connected to the 

offenses shaping the guilty party's criminal conviction. However, this is likewise alluded to as 

value based confiscation as the individual is requested to pay a measure of cash proportionate 
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to or more prominent than his/her criminal advantage. Fines are for the most part paid into 

the treasury of the prosecuting authority. 

International Structures and Political Measures related with Asset Recovery 

 

It is observed that diverse household and regional elements are essential for dissecting and 

evaluating the reason for the new worldwide asset recuperation procedure, the absolute most 

imperative driver is presumably universal associations and international law. Furthermore, 

the objective of the returns of wrongdoing procedure, exhibited in the worldwide lawful 

instruments from the late nineties was clear to make a worldwide administration to handle 

unlawful incomes of wrongdoing.  

 

2000/2003 UN Palermo Convention 

 

(Jan J.M. Van Dijk, 2002)
 37

 Stated that the UNCTO was adopted in earlier twentieth century 

and went into power in 2003. However, the convention speaks to a noteworthy stride forward 

in the battle against transnational organised wrongdoing and implies the acknowledgment of 

the reality of issues postured by it, and also the need to foster and improve close global 

participation with a specific end goal to handle those issues. In addition, states or countries 

that approve this legitimate instrument carry out themselves to taking a progression of 

measures, including the creation of household criminal offenses specifically ranges, the 

reception of new and clearing structures for removal, shared lawful help and law requirement 

participation and the advancement of preparing and specialised help for building or updating 

the fundamental limit of local authorities.  
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It is noticed that the core distinction between the Vienna and Palermo Convention is that the 

previous one applies just for drug related offenses yet the Palermo resolution was all about 

the serious wrongdoing. Moreover, as per convention demonstration of an organised criminal 

party, its point by carrying out genuine wrongdoing, is to acquire immediate or indirect 

monetary or other material advantage. In this way, it does exclude groups like terrorists that 

don't look for budgetary or other material advantage yet have simply political and/or social 

thought processes.  

Palermo Convention is alternative reaction from worldwide organisations to the expanded 

earnestness of the benefit making exercises of genuine global criminal activities. Its purpose 

is being a preventive and responsive lawful instrument, amplifying the quantity of states that 

take viable measures and fortify cross visitor links among the nations.  

Appropriation and temporary measures of solidifying or seizure are delineated in subtle 

elements in the tradition and states are required to embrace measures to the degree 

conceivable within its lawful framework to empower esteem reallocation, object reallocation, 

broadened appropriation and instrumentalities or subjects of crimes. Nations urged to impart 

seized advantages for enquiring nations if the benefits are appropriated abroad as it can offer 

pay to casualties or provide appropriate returns to their legal owners. 

UN 2003/2005 Convention against Corruption 

 

According to Anne Trebilcock
 
 (2009)

38
, The UN 2003 Convention against Corruption was 

accepted in the year 2003 and was implemented as legal working system in 2005. The 

Convention obliges states to criminalise debasement goes past lawful instruments, 

criminalising not just fundamental types of defilement, for example, pay off and the 
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misappropriation of local or public assets, additionally trade impact and the disguise and the 

returns of defilement. Offenses submitted in backing of defilement, including IRS evasion 

and deterring equity are tended to, and solidifying and reallocation of continues from 

corruption. Resources following and sharing of seized resources between influenced bodies is 

one of the essential standards of the tradition. The Convention manages local authorities as 

well as challenging zones of private division debasement.  

A few procurements in section five of the convention strategies and conditions for resource 

recuperation, including encouraging common and regulatory activities (article fifty three), 

perceiving and making a move on the premise of remote reallocation orders (article fifty four 

and fifty five) and returning property to asking for states or to legal proprietors and 

remunerating casualties (article fifty seven). Chuang (2010)
39

 stated that the ways on 

returning resources for the legitimate proprietors leave from prior bargains, for example, UN 

Palermo Convention, under which the seizing state has responsibility to continues. UN CAC 

commands the foundation of fundamental residential legitimate and managerial 

administrations for following, recuperating and reallocation of advantages, which is an 

essential for global participation and the arrival of assets. Likewise, it puts processes and 

direction for global collaboration and commitments in supporting of global collaboration in 

every possible way, either by perceiving and authorising a remote solidifying or seizure 

orders or by bringing an application before the household courts on the premise of data gave 

by another State party. The UN emphatically prescribes states to consider direct requirement 

in their residential enactment as it is less costly, less asset thorough, faster, compelling and 

effective than indirect approach. 

Challenges faced in the Procedure of Asset Recovery 
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It is observed in the report of Borlini & Nessi (2014)
40

 that there are various difficulties that 

regularly confront by an individual or nation at the season of recuperating resources 

adequately. Probably the most widely recognised difficulties are examined beneath:  

Transnational Communication and Cooperation 

 

Transnational criminal law is an intricate zone or in other words, it is more complex and 

complicated to handle than other criminal law. Effectively charging corruption offenses and 

recuperating resources held in different purviews requires productive communication and 

close participation among all the countries on global scale. Proactive collaboration within the 

common lawful help strategy, Jung
 
 (2005) 

41
 contends that by and by shared lawful help 

oftentimes misses the mark regarding this standard. Rather, as a rule an odd yearning to 

protect a nation's own particular local legitimate framework combined with an uninvolved 

demeanour toward the start of MLA difficulties dismiss the word “help or assistance” in 

common lawful help methodology.  

Recognising Beneficial Ownership 

 

Leon
 
 (2012)

42
 highlighted that the challenges arises by integrated legitimate assistance; the 

global budgetary framework makes its own particular difficulties. Degenerate authorities, 

culprits and those they utilise have made numerous sharp approaches to concealment the 

beneficial responsibility for resources utilising loyalty. Penetrating the corporate veil, shell 

organisations can be set up effectively and cheaply on the web, with no association required 

between the advantageous proprietor's area and the ward of fuse. This permits proprietors to 
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puzzle the examination by guaranteeing the corporate administration supplier, beneficial 

proprietor and locale of consolidation are each in particular purviews. Outdated organisation 

registries, especially in developing nations, add further trouble to following the valuable 

owner. Whereas, additions have been made in financial regulation, driven to a limited extent 

by the Financial Action Task Force, this has started new developments by the criminals or 

offended people.  

Mujuzi
 
 (2014)

43
 prescribes upgraded framework for recognising politically exposed persons 

and in addition regulations requiring organisation registers to keep up a record of valuable 

ownership. The foundation of global standard ordering that all registries contain the character 

of beneficial proprietor and that this data be openly available to all. The Global Organization 

of Parliamentarians against Corruption advocates for further transparency through the 

distinguishing proof of advantageous proprietors. The framework prescribes prerequisites for 

financial establishments to appeal an announcement of advantageous proprietorship and force 

strict "know your client" measures.  

Other Obstacles to Effective Asset Recovery 

 

Pozniak
 
 (2001)

44
 stated that the developing nations face difficulties because of an absence of 

assets, ability, investigative experience, external contacts and institutional strength for 

seeking after complex transnational resource recuperation procedures and MLA appeals. 

MLA framework is especially incomprehensible for falling flat states. Section four of 

Canada's Freezing Assets of Corrupt Foreign Officials Act, ordered in the wake of the Arab 

Spring, intends to manage fizzled states by permitting the solidifying of benefits on 

solicitation from nations encountering internal disorder or an unverifiable political situation. 
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Duvalier law in Switzerland represent another endeavour to fill in the holes of the universal 

asset recuperation structure in connection to states where the guideline of law has separated.  

In addition, political invulnerability represents another obstruction to asset recuperation. In a 

few states, immunities have been stretched out to ensure different local or public authorities, 

who are then ready to utilise immunities to block or defer examination and indictment for 

defilement or IRS evasion.  

Tappenden
 
(2009)

45
 highlights in his research that absence of political determination 

frequently thwarts asset recuperation;  when states look at the expenses of seeking after an 

advantage recuperation motivation to indeterminate advantages, the risk of venturing external 

business as usual is more than they are willing to take on. As pointed out by Smith, Pieth, & 

Jorge (2007)
46

, nations must contract a multitude of lawyers and costly firms gaining 

practical experience in asset following. To aggravate matters, numerous wards permit the 

proprietor of seized or controlled resources for drain those benefits for lawful charges, which 

are frequently excessive. This dissemination of advantages can dishearten nations from 

seeking after asset recuperation procedures   

The determination to honour common freedoms presents another impediment to creating 

compelling resource recuperation administrations. The prowling Corruption and Human 

Rights, asset recovery can possibly encroach property rights and the assumption of goodness, 

and in addition rights to protection and a reasonable trial amid examination and different 

rights in connection to the offense of illegal improvement as Simser (2010)
47

 highlights. 
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Chapter 3: Research Methodology 

Systematic Review 

Systematic review is known as the process in which research studies are used in order to 

assess the research question. In this approach, synthesis of findings and results of different 

journal articles and studies in relation to the transnational assets are used. Moreover, 

transparent process is sued in this method in order to access, review, and synthesise the 

conclusions and results of various studies. In addition to this, the explanation of the 

procedures is provided to make sure that the transparent process can be copied. Systematic 

review is considered as the effective method because it is the means of avoiding the issue of 

discrimination to negligibility. Furthermore, systematic review makes use of the literature in 

order to gather information that can be used to reach on the conclusions that are consistent 

and valid. The method that is used for this purpose is peer review in which the researcher can 

collect secondary data that is reliable and relevant. For the study under consideration, this 

method is considered as appropriate due to the fact that researcher feels comfortable in 

handling the methods along with the outcomes that are proposed by different authors on the 

topic
48

.  

Research Methods 

Quantitative Method 

Quantitative is the research method that considers use of research objectives in order to 

determine the relationship between variables. Different instruments are used in order to 

measure the variables that are related to the study. Statistical test is the type of instrument that 

is used extensively in order to measure the numerical data.  Within quantitative research 

method, primary data has been gathered which is then analysed with the help of use of 
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statistical software. For the purpose of this study, quantitative method is not used because it is 

not dependent on the use of statistical test for analysing primary data related to research aim 

and objectives
49

.  

Qualitative Method 

In qualitative research method, the studies focus on the use of verbal data regardless of 

relying on particular measurements. For the purpose of assessing the data collected, various 

aspects, which includes interpretative, subjective, and diagnostic are used under this method 

to determine the aim of the study. Under qualitative research, the aim and objectives are 

assessed with the help of use of previous studies. In this considered study, this research 

method is used because peer review is focused in order to evaluate the main context
50

. 

Research Approach 

Research approach is the significant method that must be decided by the researcher to 

determine the aspects related to the research topic. The two research approaches are evaluated 

below from which one that is appropriate is selected
51

.    

Deductive Approach 

Top down approach or deductive is the research approach, which provides studies means of 

moving from the general point of view to the specific point of view are emphasised. This 

approach considers use of hypothesis in order to determine the aim and objectives of the 

study.  Moreover, deductive approach functions best with the studies that are quantitative in 
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nature because in order to assess the hypothesis numerical data is used. Therefore, as the 

nature of the study is qualitative, this approach is not regarded as suitable
52

.   

Inductive Approach 

Bottom up or inductive is the research approach in which the studies consider using research 

questions with the intention to narrow down the scope of the study. This takes place in the 

manner that the information related to the study is associated directly with the main context 

of the topic. Moreover, inductive approach is used for the qualitative studies because it does 

not considers use of numerical data and statistical tests for elaborating the research aim and 

objectives. This depicts the fact that for the considered study this approach is suitable because 

it is making use of research questions and considers use of qualitative method for collecting 

information
53

.  

Research Designs 

There are numerous research designs that are selected after assessing the research studies 

nature and topic area. Some of the research designs are explained below along with 

justification for selecting a particular design. 

Experimental 

In this type of research design, the use of program, treatment, and processes to evaluate the 

results related to the topic is focused by researcher. This method makes use of hypothesis 

testing for which theoretical framework from different studies and numerical data are needed.  

In addition to this, as numerical data is involved, the use of statistical approach is focused in 

the experimental research design. This is because some experiments are conducted with the 
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intention to analyse the aim and objectives by making use of factual data. This design is not 

used in the considered study due to the fact that it is not dependent on the experiments
54

.  

Historical 

This research design considers use of various papers and journal articles for the purpose of 

collecting information.  Understanding, evaluation, and combination of the data from 

previous researches are emphasised by the historical research design.  With the help of this 

method, past events are evaluated which further assist in creating link between the present 

and future measures. Historical research design is used in this research study due to the fact 

that it is based on the previous data and events in order to analyse the aim and objectives. In 

addition to this, it is also focusing on the use of qualitative primary data collection method in 

order to gather reliable data. Moreover, through this research design, the researcher can reach 

on valid and reliable conclusions as already conducted examination on the topic are used
55

.  

Research Strategy 

Numerous research strategies are there which can be focused by the researcher for gathering 

appropriate data related to the study. However, some of the common research strategies are 

provided below from which the most appropriate in relation to the topic is selected. 

Survey 

It is noticed that the most commonly used research strategy is survey as many of the studies 

adopt this approach for collecting and gathering reliable and effective data. This strategy is 

the means of collecting primary data from the selected respondents or participants. With the 

help of use of survey, the researcher obtains viewpoints of the individuals to analyse the topic 

from two perspectives that is research and real. It is observed that researcher is not making 
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use of survey because collection of quantitative primary data for assessing the aim and 

objectives is not involved in the study
56

. 

Interview 

Interview is regarded as another significant research strategy the use of which is emphasised 

for the researcher in order to collect primary data from the certain population. Most of the 

times, interview are conducted face to face to make sure that reliable data is obtained. 

However, it is not easy to perform face-to-face interview because the participants are 

reluctant. In addition to this, through interview wide range of information is gathered most of 

which is irrelevant. Therefore, the data collection process for the researcher becomes time 

consuming. This is the reason that this strategy is not used in the considered study, as it is not 

possible to conduct face-to-face interview from the officials of government
57

.  

Case Study 

This is the research strategy with the help of which the researcher can gather topic specific 

real life information from the online sources. It is noticed that the practices or actions that has 

taken place in the world in relation to the research topic are collected and presented in this 

research strategy. This is means that the researcher analyses the aim and objectives through 

utilisation of the factual information that is available on the online sources such as 

organisational website. It involves evaluation of the particular case or situation associated 

with the topic. For this study, this research strategy is used in which different cases related to 

transnational asset recovery are presented in the findings so that aim and objectives are 

discussed and concluded precisely
58

.   

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 
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It is essential for the studies of systematic review to make inclusion and exclusion criteria as 

selection of studies are dependent on these aspects. The inclusion and exclusion criteria that 

are used for choosing studies in this research are elaborated below: 

Inclusion Criteria 

The inclusion criterion that is used in this study is provided below: 

Topic – The topic of the studies holds significant importance at the time of selection for 

literature. It is noticed that journal articles and research papers that are related to transnational 

asset recovery are used.  In order to determine the appropriateness, an overview of the study 

is obtained from the abstract
59

. 

Language – Another feature that is focused by the researcher in order to choose suitable 

study is the language. It is observed various studies are available on the topic but most of 

them are in different languages. Therefore, the studies that are available in English Language 

are used for gathering reliable literature. 

Publication Status – The journal articles and research papers that are available online are 

used for writing specific and appropriate literature for the study
60

.  

Year of Publication – For the purpose of literature, the journal articles that are published in 

2000 to 2016 are selected and used to present an overview of the aim and objectives in the 

light of precedent events.  

Exclusion Criteria 

The exclusion criterion that is used in the considered study for rejecting journal articles for 

literature review is presented as follows: 
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Topic – The journal articles that are not discussing about transnational asset recovery are not 

selected in the considered research
61

. 

Language – The journal articles that are published in languages other than English are not 

used in the considered research. 

Year of Publication – The journal articles published before 2000 are not used for presenting 

relevant literature
62

. 

Key Words 

The key words that are used for searching appropriate journal articles are as follows: 

 Transnational assets recovery 

 Assets recovery 

 Asset recovery in third states 

 UN Convention against Corruption 

 

 

Data Collection Methods 

Data collection method is the important part of the study because it helps in researcher in 

obtaining the data that is linked to the study appropriately. Two methods of data collection 

are there which are used by the researcher.  

Primary Data   
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Primary data is the type of data that is gathered from the field in the supervision and control 

of the researcher. It is regarded as original information, which is gathered by the researcher 

for some specific purpose.  Primary data is divided into two categories that is quantitative and 

qualitative data collection. The methods that are used for collecting quantitative primary data 

include surveys, experiments, simulation and others. While on the other hand, the qualitative 

primary data includes focus groups, observations, case studies, and in-depth interviews. For 

this study, qualitative primary data is collected by making use of case studies related to the 

transnational assets recovery in third states
63

.  

Secondary Data 

Secondary data is also known as second hand data because it is collected by other researchers 

and is published in different studies. It is noticed that secondary data are available on 

different online and offline platforms such as books, journal articles, newspapers, and others. 

The purpose of secondary data varies from studies to studies because all the researchers make 

use of it from the perspective of their research. In this study, secondary data is collected in 

the form of literature review so that an overview of the topic can be obtained. Moreover, with 

the help of collection of secondary data, the investigator can analyse the gap and the areas in 

which research can be undertaken in the area of transnational asset recovery
64

.  

Data Analysis Method 

Data analysis is also one of the most significant parts of the research study that is conducted 

by the researcher to make sure that aim and objectives are analysed appropriately. Two 

significant methods of data analysis are there that is qualitative and quantitative which are 

described below: 
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Quantitative 

Quantitative data analysis is the approach in which practical and numerical data are 

emphasised to obtain results. It involves use of statistical methods so that the numerical data 

are analysed precisely in the light of the research aim and objectives. Moreover, this method 

is also regarded as the methodical manner, which is used for assessing and introducing 

theories and for testing hypothesis. In this study, quantitative analysis method is not used 

because it is not collecting numerical data and no statistical test is performed on the gathered 

information
65

. 

Qualitative 

Qualitative data analysis is the assortment of actions and progressions through which the 

researcher gains the ability to transfer from the qualitative data, which have been collected in 

the arrangement of indulgent, clarification, or elucidation.  The focus of this method is to 

make use of textual data in order to analyse the theme and pattern of the research topic. For 

the study under consideration, this data analysis method is used because it is dependent on the 

utilisation of textual data instead of numerical or statistical data
66

.  

 

 

Ethical Considerations 

It is vital for the researcher to consider the factor of ethical consideration at the time of 

proceeding with the study. Moreover, the most basic perspective that should be considered by 

the researcher is the issue of plagiarism for the reason that it would affect the overall 

credibility of the research in a pessimistic manner. It is noticed that in this kind of wide 
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research it focus on the issue of plagiarism that can develop and referred as criminal offense. 

In addition, it is crucial for the specialist to ensure that no hints of this activity are accessible 

in the paper and it is formed in their own words by considering the perspective of various 

researchers and experts
67

.  

Validity and Reliability  

Validity and reliability is another vital ethical consideration that ought to consider by the 

investigator while conducting the research because it would surely help them to enhance the 

overall authenticity of the research to the greatest level. However, the researcher must 

guarantees that all the data is gathered from appropriate places in order to avoid all sorts of 

inconveniences. Furthermore, obtaining legitimate information would make it supportive for 

the researcher to deliver affirmation to the contentions in the study. Moreover, reliability and 

validity is vital just because of the way that it decreases the likelihood of use of insignificant 

information or data, which makes the study vague and pointless
68

. 

Consistency 

It is noted that the extent to which inquiries about results will be duplicated is measured as 

consistency. Additionally, most of the experts isolate the thoughts of impersonation, as it 

needs deliberate dealing with the activities. The consistency ascends to the prospect that 

outcomes of study are consistent with the gathered data
69

.  

Plagiarism  

It is fairly reasonable that the investigator is foreseen to consider the issue for plagiarism of 

past studies. In addition, the investigator is obliged to offer the information about the study in 

his own particular words replicating a few others perspectives about the matter of the study. 
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However, this is a literary theft and illuminating unfortunate state of mind with genuine 

measure taken by the institutions remembering the choosing goal to cleave down this issue to 

the minor level. It is vital for a good research that it ought to be free from a wide range of 

composed distortion in light of the way that it may influence the overall goal of a study 

negatively
70

. 
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Chapter 4: Results 

In order to evaluate the concept of transnational asset recovery, two cases are described in 

this chapter. Both the cases are related to this topic and it determines the asset recovery 

procedure and obstacles that were faced in both cases.  

The Marcos Case 

In spite of the fact that the Marcos case is thought to be the first successful example of asset 

recovery, one motivation behind picking it for analysis is to offer a representation of how the 

reliance on a solitary legitimate system for recovering assets can concede the last result. 

However, the case is additionally helpful for exhibiting that approximately an essential 

political interest; the requested state can decipher its own particular legal framework in a way 

that supports repatriation. It is noted that F.E.Marcos was chosen President of the Philippines 

in 1965 and re-elected in 1969. Moreover, Marcos wished to sustain himself in force, which 

was not justly conceivable because the Philippines' Constitution did not take into account a 

third term. For that reason, he pronounced a military law in September 1972 and set up a 

dictatorial regime, which kept going until 25 February 1986 when he needed to escape the 

nation after a military uprising, which gave the authority to Corazon Aquino
71

.  

After the new government was introduced, President Aquino made the Presidential 

Commission on Good Government (PCGG) to examine the degenerate practices of the 

Marcos administration and recoup the evil gotten riches collected by the previous President 

and his partners. Moreover, the PCGG examinations recognised three fundamental 

wellsprings of criminal proceeds. The primary source was the preoccupation of outside guide 

and war reparations paid by Japan. The second one was the theft of the sums got as military 

guide and other discretionary funds from the US as prize for the sending of Filipino troops to 
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Vietnam, the so-called Philcag funds. Finally, the third source was "the blackmail of, as well 

as the requesting of influences and commissions in return for the conceding of government 

contracts, licenses, concessions, grants, establishments, and monopolies. The evaluated 

illegal benefits aggregated by the Marcos' family and partners added up to around USD five 

billion, which were washed through different plans which incorporated the utilisation of 

intermediaries and the opening of accounts utilising pseudonyms or foundations made under 

Liechtenstein law as front organisations
72

. 

Asset Recovery Procedure 

Despite the fact that president Marcos had purchased six overwhelming obligation shredders 

to annihilate official documents anticipating that his administration was arriving at an end, 

the investigators of the new government could at present find "voluminous archives and 

papers" in the presidential royal residence which showed ledgers and monetary exchanges 

worked by the Marcos family and partners. Those archives have to be known as the 

Malacanang records, as a source of perspective to the name of the palace. It is noted that on 

18 March 1986, the US Government conveyed reports likewise alluding to previous President 

Marcos to the PCGG, which were known as the Honolulu papers. However, both the 

documents set up investigatory prompts Marcos' riches and would later turn into the premise 

for the MLA ask for sent to Switzerland asking for the solidifying of the assets saved on the 

recognised records.  When the MLA requests arrived in Switzerland, the Marcos family 

began a fight in court to discourage its execution. They initially advanced the choice of 

District Prosecution's Office of Zurich deciding the freeze of the records. The primary 

contentions of the defendants depended on immunities issues, the absence of criminal 
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procedures in the Philippines, the infringement of the European Convention of Human Rights 

and other procedural issues
73

.  

Obstacles to Asset Recovery 

At the time of tracing assists of the Marcos, family was encouraged by the revelation of the 

Malacagang records and the conveyance of the Honolulu reports, some scrutinise the absence 

of further examination and quest for new resources by the PCGG and the Philippines' 

lawyers. Actually, from the estimated USD five billion plundered by Ferdinand Marcos and 

his partners, just USD 680 million were followed and recovered by the Philippines. In 

addition, one of the demonstrated reasons is the restriction on legal advisors groups’ evidence 

for the benefit of their customers under Swiss law. Additionally, as confirmed by Chaikin
74

, 

the Philippines' legislature purposely chose to concentrate on the assets located in 

Switzerland and the US and did not take after the lead to resources conceivably covered up in 

Hong Kong, Singapore, Japan, German, England, Cayman Islands, and so on. It is observed 

that as authority have constrained assets, it is by all accounts a fairly regular approach to 

focus endeavours on purviews either where the odds of achievement are higher, in light of the 

fact that those wards encourage MLA or on the grounds that they are the place the greater 

part of the traced resources are found. A comparative behaviour can be seen in the TRT-SP 

case
75

.  

It is noted that amid the solidifying and seizing stage and the legal stage, the fundamental 

hindrance to the recovery of assets was the progressive intercession and bids documented by 

the respondents with the unmistakable motivation behind postponing the execution of the 

MLA request. It took almost five years from the underlying MLA request for the PCGG at 
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last grab hold of the managing an account records of the Swiss accounts and have the 

capacity to start the common relinquishment activity in the Philippines
76

. 

The Abacha Case 

When contrasted with different cases, the Abacha case ought to be viewed as a case of how 

the synchronization of various lawful techniques in conjunction with the dynamic 

coordination of various locale can bring about viable asset recovery (Hatchard, 2006).  

It is found that the General Sani Abacha seized power in Nigeria in 1993 through a military 

coup that kept the recently elected President, Chief Moshood Abiola, to take office. 

Moreover, the Abacha administration was set apart by savage political oppression, human 

rights infringement, and debasement driving the avoidance of Nigeria of the Commonwealth 

in 1995. The main wellspring of General Abacha's illegal riches was the immediate 

withdrawals of public funds from the Central Bank of Nigeria, which has to be known as the 

"security votes monies scandals". The strategy comprised predominantly in asking the 

National Security Advisor, Ismaïla Gwarzo, to make a solicitation of critical subsidising for 

national security purposes. The President could just approve the solicitations, which for the 

most part did not contain any point-by-point clarification (Vlasic & Noell, 2010). The assets 

were pulled back in trade or out explorers' checks by Gwarzo and taken to the General's 

home. The cash was then laundered by the General's eldest child, Mohammed Abacha and 

would wind up in records having a place with the Abacha family and Abu-Bakar-Bagudu, a 

business partner of the Abacha's. A percentage of the assets were straightforwardly wire-
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exchanged from the Central Bank to one of Abacha's or his partners' records. It is evaluated 

that around USD 2 billion had been strayed by this technique
77

.  

Asset Recovery Procedure 

As indicated by Monfrini, the lawyer hired by the government of Nigeria to recover the assets 

abroad, the legitimate techniques received for the situation were to send MLA solicitations to 

support domestic criminal arraignments and to lodge "criminal protestations for tax evasion 

in locales where the benefits of the Abacha criminal association had been recognised or were 

suspected to be". Moreover, a civil complaint was likewise gotten the United Kingdom with a 

specific end goal to recover the assets that are connected to the Ajaokuta Steel Plant purchase 

back fraud. It is noted that the evidence collected by the SIP permitted the Nigerian 

government to send a letter rogatory to Switzerland on 30 September 1999, "asking for the 

handover of records that would help criminal investigations in Nigeria, and the seizure of 

assets held in Swiss financial balances controlled by individuals from the Abacha family and 

their partners". Moreover, the solidifying arrange that concerned stores adding up to USD 80 

million was conceded on 13 October 1999, yet the Swiss powers requested a formal MLA 

request for, which was sent by Nigeria on 20 December 1999 (Igbinedion, 2009).  

It is found that the Nigerian authorities, as happened in Marcos case, had issues attaining in 

an opportune way managing an account data that could follow different resources held by the 

Abacha’s. In this manner, the government of Nigeria chose to bolster a local criminal 

investigation officially opened in Switzerland by the Attorney General of Geneva on 

government evasion, and interest in a criminal association. Furthermore documented new 

complaints on "breach of trust, misrepresentation, coercion, unfaithful administration, 

disguise, support in a criminal association, and lack of due ingenuity in financial matters.  
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Obstacles to Asset Recovery 

However, in contrast with other case beforehand investigated, the Abacha case is by far the 

most successful one. In eight years of suit, the Nigerian government could recuperate USD 

1.2 -13824 from the USD 2 billion followed as such. This, in any case, presumably speaks to 

half or, on the most idealistic assessments, General Abacha and his partners plundered two-

third of total assets. Notwithstanding that, it is still conceivable to recognise a few challenges 

confronted by the Nigerians amid the recuperation process
78

. Each period of the MLA 

procedures, for example, the transmission of archives, individuals from the Abacha criminal 

association tested the freezing of assets and the repatriation, judicially. The last appeal of the 

Abacha's against the transmission of managing an account archives to Nigeria in the MLA 

procedures in Switzerland was just chosen in April 2003, very nearly four years after the 

request was sent and the same deferral happened with the MLA ask for request to the UK
79

. 
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Chapter 5: Discussion 

Discussion on Research Objectives 

It is noticed from literature that transnational asset recovery in the corruption cases comprises 

of the process of uncovering the corruption along with freezing, tracing, confiscating, and 

returning funds that are acquired by performing corrupt activities.  There are different 

processes through which the transnational asset recovery takes place in the third nations 

among which the most efficient that meets the requirement of the country is adopted by the 

nations. United Nations Convention against Corruption contributes significantly towards 

transnational asset recovery. It is the Ad Hoc Committee that has been founded by the 

General Assembly with the intention to create legal instrument that can be used against 

corruption.  With the help of this convention, the nations are urged to consider developing 

mechanisms in order to evaluate the legal instruments as well as administrative measures that 

are linked with corruption. Moreover, it also sets obligation in order to criminalise the 

conducts such as bribery of national and international public offerings, money laundering, 

embezzlement, misappropriation of property and others
80

.  

It is observed that significant barriers are there that has to be dealt in the process of asset 

recovery. These obstacles are addressed with the United Nations Convention against 

Corruption. There are four phases of asset recovery that has been highlighted by the UNCAC. 

These include tracing assets, freezing, and seizing of assets, confiscation of judicial 

procedure and actions for returning assets. Moreover, it is noticed that major obstacle that had 

served towards transnational asset recovery includes inadequate or lack framework for 

mutual legal assistance (MLA). This is considered by UNCAC in which comprehensive set of 

procedural rules for the MLA is provided. In addition to this, with the help of UNCAC, the 
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legal framework for the final disposal of the assets is presented in which the problems 

associated with the laundering and embezzlement is dealt. In these cases, the assets are 

returned to the requesting state by considering use of the UNCAC
81

.  

This aspect is supported with the help of Marco’s case in which the government provided the 

request for MLA to the Switzerland in which the freezing of the funds was requested on the 

identified accounts. While on the other hand, in the case of Abacha, an attorney was hired by 

the Nigerian government in order to recover transnational assets. For this purpose, they 

adopted strategies that were used to send mutual legal assistance requests in order to support 

the criminal prosecutions that were conducted at domestic level. Moreover, it was also used 

to lodge criminal complains in relation to money laundering in jurisdictions where the assets 

of the Abacha was suspected or identified. This demonstrates the fact that in the process of 

transnational asset recovery, significant role is played by United Nations Convention against 

corruption because it provides basis of recovering the assets in the third nations
82

. 

Literature states that there are different tools that can be used for assets recovery. These 

include criminal forfeiture, civil non-criminal based forfeiture, administrative freezing and 

confiscation measures, and fines that match the value of the benefit.  With the help of 

utilisation of these tools, the nations can recover their stolen assets conveniently because it 

provides basis of method and process through the transnational asset can be recovered. This 

is further with the help of result in which case study of Marcos and Abacha had considered 

use of these tools in order to recover the assets. This provides basis of recovering assets 

within both the cases effectively. Moreover, there are different challenges that are faced in 

the process of asset recovery such as transnational cooperation and communication, 
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recognising beneficial ownership, and others. For instance, in the case of Abacha, the 

challenges were faced in the process of MLA proceedings as the freezing of assets, 

transmission of documents were challenged by the members of the criminal organisation. 

While, in the case of Marco, the obstacle towards the asset recovery was in the form of 

successive intervention and appeals that were filed by the defendants so that implementation 

of MLA is delayed. This depicts the fact that in the process of transnational asset recovery, 

significant role is played by the United Nations Convention against Corruption
83

. 

According to Reuter 
84

, the going into power of UNCAC ought to be commended for at least 

two essential reasons. The first one is represents to an extraordinary political duty towards 

sharing obligations inside of international group for seeking approaches that are more 

powerful to secure the recuperation of resources for its legitimate owners. Moreover, it 

recognised that both victim’s nations and nations where resources are located and have to 

develop their foundations and lawful requests to fight against corruption. On the other hand, 

the second one is that it solidifies in one legal text that is the best practices on asset recovery 

collected by professionals when directing cases over the previous decades. In addition, the 

advancement brought forth by the UNCAC was not, thusly, founding progressive legal 

instruments, but rather showing them in a well thought, systematised and harmonious way. 

Most hindrances to asset recovery have been tended to by the Convention
85

.  

It is noted that states were still not arranged to acknowledge incorporating, in a coupling way, 

innovative arrangements utilised in a few dynamic cases.  Furthermore, as an outcome, most 

provision that could bring about a solid effect on the practicality and adequacy of benefit 

recuperation cases were composed in non-compulsory dialect. This is found in the 
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procurements on non-conviction based appropriation, solidifying of advantages through MLA 

before the start of criminal procedures in the requesting country, the criminalisation of 

unlawful advancement. Moreover, the turning around of the weight of evidence concerning 

cause of alleged criminal continues, the institution of a money related insight unit and the 

likelihood of returning resources before a last confiscation decision is issued by the courts of 

the requesting state
86

.  

It is found that even where relevant measures were forced as a coupling commitment on 

states parties, critical gaps of usage are uncovered by the report of StAR Initiative. In 

addition, six years after it went into power, practice has demonstrated what analysts 

anticipated at the time of the mark of the Convention: without a strong and coercive 

implementation review system, it risks not having the capacity to meet the expectation stored 

in it. Furthermore, the COSP appeared to have realised this threat and as of late approved a 

peer-review system. In any case, it stays to be demonstrated if the new instrument contains 

the structure and methods fit for practicing the essential pressure to secure authorisation of 

the Convention. From the above literature and results, it is noted that the role of UNCAC is 

very important in the process of transnational asset recovery for the reason that it gives 

adequate opportunity to state in order to recover their nation’s valuable assets effectively. It is 

observed that in different cases like “Marcos and Abacha case” assets were recovered by the 

officials of that country through effective procedure
87

.  
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and Recommendation 

Conclusion of the Study 

The aim of the study is to evaluate the concept of transaction asset recovery in the third states 

along with mutual legal assistance. The problem of money laundering and the transferring of 

the assets to the international state are the criminal activities that have risen in the third states. 

There are different processes related to transnational asset recovery that can be considered by 

the third nations. Moreover, the United Nations Convention against corruption also serves as 

the significant regulation that can be used in order to deal with the problem of asset 

transference. In order to assess the aim and objectives of the study, the qualitative research 

method has been used because it is focusing on the use of secondary data. Secondary data has 

been collected in the study in the form of literature review and case study. Two case studies 

that is Marcos case and Abacha case has been discussed in the paper in order to provide an 

overview of the processes that has been emphasised in on transnational asset recovery.  

Recommendations 

There are few suggestions that have to consider by an investigator at the time of conducting 

the research. Some of the imperative recommendations are listed below: 

 It is a core duty of the researcher to consider all types of data rather than to 

concentrate merely on one single type of data 

 It is vital for a credible research that it should be conducted in a legal and ethical 

manner 

 It is important from the prospect of a researcher that he\she must use preceding 

researches that are already conducted on the related matter or topic 
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